Abstract. By introducing a ubiquity property for rectangles, we prove the mass transference principle from rectangles to rectangles, i.e., if a sequence of rectangles forms a ubiquity system (a full measure property), then the limsup set defined by shrinking these rectangles to smaller rectangles has full Hausdorff measure or to say transfer a full measure property to a full Hausdorff measure property for brevity.
Diophantine approximation concerns how well a real number can be approximated by rationals. A qualitative answer is provided by the density of rational numbers. Seeking a quantitative answer leads to the theory of metric Diophantine approximation.
1.1. Dirichlet's theorem. Dirichlet's theorem (1842) is the first result in this aspect, which opens up the extensive study on the metric theory of limsup sets generated by balls.
Theorem 1.1 (Dirichlet's theorem). Let d ≥ 1 be an integer and x = (x 1 , · · · , x d ) ∈ R d . For any Q > 1, there exists an integer 1 ≤ q ≤ Q such that
where · denotes the distance to the integers.
As a consequence, one has that Corollary 1.1. For any x = (x 1 , · · · , x d ) ∈ R d , there exist infinitely many integers p 1 , · · · , p d , q such that
Dirichlet's theorem leads to a solid study on the distribution of rational numbers or rational vectors, namely one considers the size of the so called ψ-well approximable sets, i.e.
(1.2)
x ∈ R d : max
where ψ : N → R + is a positive function and i.m. denotes infinitely many for brevity. Extended further, one can consider the Diophantine approximation for linear forms:
x ∈ R m×n : q 1 x i1 + q 2 x i2 + · · · + q n x in < ψ(q),
This is the starting point of the metric Diophantine approximation.
Essentially the above sets concern the metric theory for limsup set generated by balls. Even for linear forms (1.3), it considers the limsup set defined by an isotropic thicken of a sequence of sets. By a comparison of the set in (1.1) and the sets in (1.2), (1.3), one can say that the target sets in (1.2), (1.3) are just the limsup set obtained by shrinking a sequence of balls to a sequence of smaller balls.
Since the proof of Dirichlet's theorem uses only the simple pigeonhole principle, one wants to know whether Dirichlet's theorem can be strengthened. This is true which is known as Minkowski's theorem (for convex body) in 1896.
1.2.
Minkowski's theorem. Minkowski's theorem is a strengthen of Dirichlet's theorem and leads to the study of the metric theory for limsup sets generated by rectangles. and more generally, the set W mn (ψ 1 , · · · , ψ m ) = x ∈ R m×n : q 1 x i1 + q 2 x i2 + · · · + q n x in < ψ i (q), 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i.m. q = (q 1 , · · · , q n ) ∈ Z n .
Clearly these sets are essentially limsup sets generated by a sequence of rectangles or the anisotropic thicken of a sequence of sets. Similarly, one can also say that from the limsup set in (1.4) to the limsup set in (1.5), one just shrinks a sequence of rectangles to a sequence of smaller rectangles. Minkowski's theorem provides more profound understandings about the distribution of rational vectors, which works sufficiently well in high dimensional Diophantine approximation compared with Dirichlet's theorem (For example, Minkowski's theorem intervenes as an essential tool in most works about Diophantine approximation on manifolds, see [13] , [8] for examples). So the study on limsup sets defined by rectangles after Minkowski's theorem should (also) play a central role in metric Diophantine approximation as the study on limsup sets defined by balls after Dirichlet's theorem.
1.3.
Multiplicative Diophantine approximation. The metric theory for limsup sets generated by rectangles is also tightly inherent in the study of the multiplicative Diophantine approximation especially the dimensional theory there.
In the most classic case, multiplicative Diophantine approximation concerns the size of the set
If we define, for any positive numbers (t 1 , · · · , t d ),
it is clear that for any integer N large,
Thus for the Hausdorff dimension, denoted by dim H , of M (t), one will have dim H M (t) = sup
if there is some continuity about the dimension of the latter set which should be expected. Thus once the dimension of the limsup set M (t 1 , · · · , t d ) defined by rectangles is given, the dimension of M (t) follows directly. So one can say that the dimensional theory for limsup set generated by rectangles underpins that of multiplicative Diophantine approximation.
1.4. Current situation. In a summary, the limsup set defined by rectangles appears at the most fundamental level in metric Diophantine approximation. The study on it not only improves Minkowski's theorem, develops the metric theory for limsup sets, it also underpins the metric theory for multiplicative Diophantine approximation. But the metric theory on limsup sets generated by rectangles is rather incomplete.
Known results for limsup sets defined by balls.
The metric theory on the limsup sets defined by balls has been very extensively studied and many substantial results are achieved. We give a rough history of the progress.
• Khintchine [33] (1924): Lebesgue measure for ψ-approximable set;
Known results for multiplicative Diophantine approximation.
In the known cases, the dimensional theory for multiplicative Diophantine approximation is usually obtained by a combination of a covering lemma by Bovey & Dodson [14] and a slicing lemma [24] : has a covering of d-dimensional hypercubes C = {C k } k≥1 whose s-volume satisfies
where the constant implied in ≪ is independent of ρ.
Lemma 1.2 (K. Falconer, Slicing lemma, Proposition 7.9 [24] ). Let X, Y be two metric space and let E ⊂ X × Y . If there is a subset X o ⊂ X of Hausdorff dimension s such that for any x ∈ X o , dim H {y ∈ Y : (x, y) ∈ E} ≥ t, then dim H E ≥ s + t.
For example, for the dimension of M (t) by Bovery & Dodson [14] and the dimension of M (t) intersecting a planar curve by Beresnevich & Velani [11] , the above two lemmas work well. However, as far as some other cases are concerned (see Section 12), the above two lemmas, even their generalizations, may not give the exact dimension of the set in question. So, we have to explore their essential nature about the relation to limsup sets generated by rectangles as given in (1.6).
Notation.
• Dimension function f : continuous and increasing with f (r) → 0 as r → 0.
• a doubling function g: |g(x)| ≤ |g(2x)| ≤ λ|g(x)| for some λ ≥ 1.
• H f : f -Hausdorff measure; • H s : s-dimensional Hausdorff measure, i.e. when f (x) = x s for H f ; • dim H : Hausdorff dimension.
• ∆(R, ρ): ρ-neighborhood of the set R in a metric space.
• cB: for a ball B = B(x, r), cB denotes the ball B(x, cr).
• L(E) or |E|: Lebesgue measure of a set E if no confusion; • r B : the radius of a ball B;
• ♯A: the cardinality of a finite set A.
Mass transference principle: known results
At the very beginning, the Hausdorff dimension/measure theory in classic Diophantine approximation are treated each time only for one case. The situation changes since the notion called "regular system" introduced by A. Baker & W. Schmidt [4] in 1970 and "ubiquitous system" introduced by Dodson, Rynne & Vickers [21] in 1990. Both of them perform sufficiently well in catching the essential nature for the dimensional theory of limsup set for balls (see [5] , [6] , [12] , [15] , [35] , [42] , etc for applications). Here we state the results in their most modern version after Beresnevich, Dickinson & Velani [7] , where their results unify most of the known results in Diophantine approximation, especially the Hausdorff theory.
2.1. Mass transference principle from balls to balls. Let Ω be a compact metric space equipped with a non-atomic probability measure m. Let {R α : α ∈ J} be a family of subsets in Ω indexed by an infinite, countable set J. The sets {R α : α ∈ J} are referred to as resonant sets. Let β : J → R + : α → β α which attaches a weight β α to the resonant set R α . Let ρ : R + → R + be a non-increasing function with ρ(r) → 0 as r → ∞. Let {ℓ n , u n } be two increasing sequences with ℓ n ≤ u n , and lim n→∞ ℓ n = ∞.
Additionally, assume the following holds.
• The measure m is δ-Alhfors regular: there exist constants c 1 , c 2 , r o > 0 such that for any x ∈ Ω and r ≤ r o ,
• Intersection property: for some 0 ≤ κ < 1, with sufficiently large n, for any α ∈ J with β α ≤ u n , c ∈ R α and 0 < λ ≤ ρ(u n ), one has
where B ′ is any ball centered on a resonant set with radius r B ′ ≤ 3ρ(u n ).
Definition 1 (Local ubiquity system). Call ({R α } α∈J , β) a local m-ubiquity system with respect to ρ if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for any ball B in X,
Consider the set
where ψ is a non-increasing positive function defined on R + .
Theorem 2.1 (Beresnevich, Dickinson & Velani [7] ). Let Ω be a compact metric space with the measure m satisfying the above two conditions (δ-Alhfors regularity and intersection property). Suppose that ({R α } α∈J , β) is a local m-ubiquity system with respect to ρ. Let f be a dimension function such that f (r)/r δ decreases to infinity as r → 0. Furthermore, suppose that f (r)/r δκ is increasing. Let h be a real positive function given by
• (i) Suppose that H = 0 and ρ satisfies, for some c < 1,
•
Another landmark work about the Hausdorff measure/dimension theory for limsup set is presented by Beresnevich & Velani [9] where the ubiquity condition is weakened to the full measure condition of the limsup set lim sup ∆(R α , ρ(β α )) when the resonant sets {R α : α ∈ J} are points.
Let Ω be a locally compact metric space, and g a doubling dimension function. Suppose that there exist 0 < c 1 ≤ c 2 < ∞ and r o > 0 such that for all x ∈ Ω and 0 < r < r o ,
Let f be a dimension function and write B f (x, r) for the ball B(x, g −1 (f (r))).
Theorem 2.2 (Beresnevich & Velani [9] ). Let Ω be a locally compact metric space, f a dimension function and g a doubling dimension function. Assume that {B i } i∈N is a sequence of balls in Ω with radii tending to 0, and that
g(r) increases as r → 0 + . If, for any ball B in Ω,
then, for any ball B in Ω,
With the breaking through work of the resolution of the Duffin-Schaeffer conjecture by D. Koukoulopoulos & J. Maynard [34] , a Hausdorff measure version of Duffin-Schaeffer conjecture is also valid under the help of Theorem 2.2 [9] . Theorem 2.2 is also generalized to the case when the resonant sets {R α : α ∈ J} are planes in R d by Allen & Beresnevich [2] and general space with the intersection property similar to that for affine space by Allen & Baker [1] .
Let {R j : j ≥ 1} be a sequence of resonant sets in Ω. Call them satisfy a local scaling property with respect to κ ∈ [0, 1), if there exists r 1 > 0 such that for any λ < r < r 1 and all x ∈ R j with j ≥ 1,
Let Υ : N → R : j → Υ j be a non-negative real valued function on N such that Υ j → 0 as j → ∞. Consider the set
Let Ω be a locally compact metric space and let g be a doubling dimension function. Assume the κ-scaling property for 0 ≤ κ < 1. Let f be a dimension function such that f /g is monotonic and f /g κ be also a dimension function. Suppose that, for any ball B in Ω,
.
Then for any ball B in Ω,
We call all the above notable results as mass transference principles from balls to balls, since even for general resonant sets, the above results concern the transference principle from limsup sets generated by an isotropic thicken of the resonant sets to limsup sets generated by a smaller isotropic thicken of the resonant sets.
2.2.
Mass transference principle from balls to rectangles. As seen before, the limsup sets generated by rectangles also take important role in metric Diophantine approximation. So, a first attempt is to see whether there are some transference principles from balls to rectangles. This is given by Wang, Wu & Xu [45] .
Let {x n } n≥1 be a sequence of points in the unit cube [0, 1] d with d ≥ 1 and {r n } n≥1 be a sequence of positive numbers tending to zero. For any t = (t 1 , · · · , t d ) with 1 ≤ t 1 ≤ t 2 ≤ · · · ≤ t d , define
where we use B(x, r t ) to denote a rectangle with center x and side-length (r t1 , r t2 , · · · , r t d ).
be a sequence of balls such that for any ball
Then we have
and for any ball
The above transference principle from balls to rectangles is extended to limsup sets generated by open sets by Koivusalo & Rams [39] . Let E be a bounded open set. A generalized singular function in [39] is defined as
where the suprumum is taken over all Boral probability measures supported on E.
Theorem 2.5 (Koivusalo & Rams [39] ). Let {B i : i ≥ 1} be a sequence of balls such that for any ball
For a survey on mass transference principles, one is also referred to Allen & Troscheit [3] . For dimensional results of random limsup sets, one is refer to [22, 23, 26, 27, 40] and references therein.
Clearly the mass transference principle from balls to balls cannot deal with the rectangle case. The shortage of the mass transference principle from balls to rectangles is that they require t i ≥ 1 for all i ≥ 1 (when applied to the set
So at the current stage, we want to know whether there are still some transference principle for limsup sets from rectangles to rectangles. This is the task of this paper.
Mass transference principle from rectangles to rectangles
Generally speaking, the mass transference principle says that if there is a full (Lebesgue) measure statement for a limsup sets, then there will be a full Hausdorff measure statement for the shrunk limsup sets. The ubiquity condition for balls (2.1) plays the role of the full measure statement for the limsup sets generated by balls and is mainly rooted in Dirichlet's theorem [7] . So, for the metric theory of limsup sets generated by rectangles, Minkowski's theorem should intervene in some form. Thus, the following extended ubiquity condition should be the right one suitable for the rectangle case.
3.1. Local ubiquity for rectangles. In this section, we introduce the notion called "local ubiquity for rectangles" which is the extended one of the notion "local ubiquity for balls" introduced by Beresnevich, Dickinson & Velani [7] and try to catch the nature of the rectangles inspired by Minkowski's theorem.
Fix
be a bounded locally compact metric space with m i a δ i -Ahlfors regular probability measure.
Then we consider the product space (X, | · |, m), where
So a ball B(x, r) in X is in fact the product of balls in {X i } 1≤i≤d , i.e.
Also, we donot distinguish a ball with a hypercube. As before, let J be an infinite countable index set, β : J → R + a positive function, {ℓ n , u n : n ≥ 1} two sequences of integers such that u n ≥ ℓ n → ∞ as n → ∞ and define
Let ρ : R + → R + be non-increasing and ρ(q) → 0 as q → ∞. For each 1 ≤ i ≤ d, let {R α,i : α ∈ J} be a sequence of subsets of X i . The resonant sets in X we are considering are
Definition 2 (Local ubiquity system for rectangles). Call ({R α } α∈J , β) a local ubiquity system for rectangles with respect to (ρ, a) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for any ball B in X,
Definition 3 (Uniform local ubiquity system for rectangles). Call ({R α } α∈J , β) a uniform local ubiquity system for rectangles with respect to (ρ, a) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that for any ball B in X,
So the local ubiquity property for rectangles plays the role of the full m-measure statement for a limsup set generated by rectangles.
We also require the resonant sets having special forms which is a generalization when the resonant sets are points or affine subspaces.
Definition 4 (κ-scaling property). Let 0 ≤ κ < 1 and 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Call {R α,i } α∈J having κ-scaling property if for any α ∈ J and any ball B(x i , r) in X i with center x i ∈ R α,i and 0 < ǫ < r, one has
for some absolute constants c 2 , c 3 > 0.
We list some examples for which the κ-scaling property is valid.
• (1) For each α ∈ J and 1 ≤ i ≤ d, the ith coordinate R α,i is a point in X i , so κ = 0.
For each α ∈ J and 1 ≤ i ≤ d, the kth coordinate R α,i is an l-dimensional affine subspace in X i , so δ i = n and κ = l/n.
• (3) Let X i = R n and R α,i be an l-dimensional smooth compact manifold embedded in X i for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d and α ∈ J. Then δ i = n and κ = l/n.
• (4) Let X i = R n and R α,i be some self-similar set with open set condition with dimension l for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d and α ∈ J. Then δ i = n and κ = l/n. For a proof of the last two examples, one is referred to Allen & Baker [1] .
Main results.
Recall the set we are considering:
and more generally, replacing ρ t by general functions Ψ = (
Theorem 3.1 (Hausdorff dimension theory). Under the setting given above. Assume the local ubiquity for rectangles and the κ-scaling property. We have
give a partition of {1, · · · , d} defined as
If denote by s = s(t) the dimensional number given in Theorem 3.1, we have 
Remark 1. The dimensional numbers given in Theorem 3.1 are just those corresponding to cover the collection of rectangles
by balls of radius ρ(u n ) Ai with A i ∈ A. We will give a detailed explanation of how these dimensional numbers arise in a rather natural way in the next section.
If we look into the dimensional number s(t) a little further, our ultimate result is the following.
which corresponds to the sidelengths of the shrinking rectangles and also the radius of balls when cover the rectangles.
Theorem 3.3 (Ultimate result).
Under the setting given above. Assume the local ubiquity for rectangles and the κ-scaling property. We have
where
This clearly follows from the following observation.
Remark 2. The appearance of the dimensional numberŝ(t) is not as natural as s(t) as will be seen in Section 4. This is why we state Theorem 3.1 at first. But the significance of the observation of Proposition 3.1 is that when covering a collection of shrinking rectangles with the same sidelengths, to reach the optimal cover, we need only consider its covers by balls with the radius being the sidelengths of the shrinking rectangles, without the necessity of considering the cover by balls with radius being the sidelengths of the big rectangles.
For general functions Ψ = (ψ 1 , · · · , ψ d ), we denote by U and U respectively the set of the accumulation points of the sequences
Then under the uniform local ubiquity assumption and the κ-scaling property, one has
If one further has that
In latter applications, the systems always have a uniform ubiquity property for rectangles and the extra condition (3.4) is also satisfied so that Theorem 3.4 can be applied.
For the homogeneous Diophantine approximation defined by balls (1.2), it is known that the dimension of the set (1.2) depends on τ = lim inf q→∞ − log ψ(q) log q . While for the rectangle case (1.5), it will be seen that the dimension of the set (1.5) depends on the accumulation points of the sequences
Even such an observation, though simple, does not appear in the literature before.
The main difficulty of the rectangle setting lies in finding the optimal cover of a sequence of shrinking rectangles. As Theorem 3.3 indicates, the optimal cover is given by covering them by balls with radius as the sidelengths of the shrinking rectangles. This is far more obvious.
Geometric interpretation of the dimensional number
Though determining the lower bound of the dimension of some set is always much difficult than for the upper bound, the argument for the upper bound always provides some guidance for the potential exact dimension of a set. So to illustrate the naturality of the dimensional numbers in Theorem 3.1, we consider the dimension from above of the following set
To make the ideas more apparent, we consider one simple case that the resonant sets {R α : α ∈ J} are points {x α : α ∈ J} in X. Then κ = 0 in the scaling property.
The task is to find an optimal cover of a collection of rectangles. When covering a single rectangle, we know that the singular value function [25] gives the optimal one. More precisely, for a rectangle
is the minimal value for the s-volume of all covers of R by balls (up to a constant multiple). However when one needs to cover a collection of rectangles, one should be careful about the relative positions of these rectangles. This is because if these rectangles are close enough to each other, when covering them by balls, one ball may cover part of many rectangles.
Write r n = ρ(u n ). We call respectively the rectangles
as raw rectangle and shrinking rectangle. For each 1 ≤ k ≤ d, we also call the balls
as raw ball and shrinking ball in the kth direction.
To make the statement simple, we further ask the following separation condition: there exists c o > 0 such that for all n ≥ 1, the collection of rectangles
are disjoint. This will imply the following two assertions: by a volume argument, one has
• in the kth direction, the number T k of raw balls
can be estimated as
n . Then in the kth direction, one needs about r r a k n δ k balls of radius r to cover all the raw balls in kth direction. Now we give the detail about how to find an optimal cover of the rectangles
Remark 3. At first, we give a remark on how the sets K 1 , K 2 and K 3 appear. Think of that there is a collection of disjoint rectangles of the same sidelength, saying (r a1 , · · · , r an ). Then we shrink each rectangle to smaller one with sidelength (r a1+t1 , · · · , r a d +t d ). Now the task is to find an optimal cover of these shrinking rectangles. The potential optimal cover arises among the cases that we cover them by balls of radius r ai , and r ai+ti , for Given a ball B of radius r Ai , we need compare r Ai with the sidelengths of the raw rectangles and the shrinking rectangles.
• (a). In some directions k, the radius r Ai is larger than the sidelength r a k of the raw balls, so the ball B may cover many raw balls in these directions so do the shrinking balls, which leads to the definition of K 1 .
• (b). In some other directions k, the radius r Ai is even smaller than the sidelength r a k +t k of the shrinking ball in these directions, so the ball B can only cover part of one shrinking rectangle, which leads to the definition of K 2 .
• (c). For the left directions k, the radius r
Ai is between the sidelength r a k of the raw ball and that r a k +t k of the shrinking one, so in these directions, the ball B can cover and can only cover one shrinking ball. This gives the definition of K 3 .
Recall the alphabet
By a change of the coordinates if necessary, we may assume that a d + t d is the largest element in A and a 1 is the smallest one. Now we cover the collection of the shrinking rectangles in (4.2) by balls of radius r.
(i). When r < r
, a ball of radius r can only cover a small part of a shrinking ball B(x α,k , r a k +t k n ). So, by a volume argument, the number of balls of radius r needed to cover one shrinking ball in the kth direction is about
So, the total number of balls to cover the collection of shrinking rectangles in (4.2) can be estimated as
So, the total s-volume of these balls is
When s ≤ δ 1 + · · · + δ d the dimension of the space X, the quantity in (4.3) is decreasing as r increases. Bear in mind that we are looking for the optimal covers. So, in such a range of r, the optimal one occurs when r is taken to be r
Hence, in such a range of r, the s-volume of the optimal cover of (4.2) is estimated as
This quantity equals 1 if
The number in the right side is nothing but the dimensional number corresponding to
(ii). r ≥ r a1 n . This gives the most loose cover. For each direction 1 ≤ k ≤ d, a ball of radius r can not only cover the shrinking ball B(x α,k , r a k +t k n ), but can also cover several raw balls B(x α,k , r a k n ). Then by a volume argument, one needs ≪ r −δ k many balls of radius r to cover all the raw balls in the kth direction. Thus, the s-volume of the balls of radius r needed to cover the rectangles (4.2) can be estimated as
which will be 1 if
which is clear larger than the number in (4.4), so cannot be the optimal cover. (iii). r
n . Write r = r A n . In this case, we have to compare A with a k and a k + t k to see in the kth direction whether a ball of radius r can cover only a small part of a shrinking ball (A ≥ a k + t k ), or can cover the whole shrinking ball but only one raw ball (a k ≤ A ≤ a k + t k ), or can cover many raw balls (a k ≥ A). Under such a consideration,
Let A i+1 , A i be two consecutive and distinct terms in A such that
• (a). K ′ 1 :
since there are no elements in A ∩ (A i , A i+1 ).
In these directions, a ball of radius r can cover many raw balls. So the number of balls with radius r needed to cover all the raw balls in these directions is
In each of these directions, a ball of radius r can only cover part of a shrinking ball. So the number of balls with radius r needed to cover all the shrinking balls in these directions is
• (c).
So, a ball with radius r can cover one shrinking ball but can intersect at most 3 raw balls in each of these directions. So the number of balls with radius r needed to cover all the shrinking balls in these directions is
Thus the total number needed to cover all the rectangles in (4.2) is
Consider the s-volume of the balls in this cover, we get T r s which is monotonic with respect to r. So the economic cover occurs when r takes the boundary values.
When r = r Ai+1 n . Let T r s = 1. It follows that
Finally, we check that s ′ i and s ′ i+1 are also the terms in Theorem 3.1. We only give the detail for s ′ i and the case for s ′ i+1 can be treated similarly. Recall that
These give the reason how the dimensional numbers in Theorem 3.1 arise. From the argument above, one can see that the optimal cover occurs only when one covers the collections of rectangles by balls of radius r = r A n , A ∈ A. Then the dimensional number follows correspondingly.
Meanwhile the above argument in fact shows that Corollary 4.1. Assume the separation condition (4.1) and assume that for any ǫ > 0,
Then one has
where A and K 1 , K 2 , K 3 are the same as in Theorem 3.1.
Remark 4. As shown for s ′ i and also the argument above, there are some freedom for the choices of K which will not affect the dimensional number. We will not go to the details.
(i). We can change ≥ to > in K 1 or ≤ to < in K 2 (can be simultaneously).
(ii). If there is an index k such that
This releases the dilemma of to which set the indexes i, k ∈ {1, · · · , d} should belong when a k = a i + t i .
Local ubiquity for rectangles
In this section, we give some examples satisfying the local ubiquity property for rectangles and some consequences of the local ubiquity property to be used in proving Theorem 3.2.
5.1. Systems with ubiquity property. The following examples should be expected to satisfy the ubiquity property for rectangles when equipped with Minkowski's theorem.
Homogeneous Diophantine approximation.
Homogeneous Diophantine approximation concerns the set
Thus one has
• the index set J:
• resonant sets R α :
• weight function β α :
• ubiquitous function ρ:
• let M ≥ 2 3d+2 be a sufficiently large integer, and take
is a ubiquitous system for rectangles with respect to (ρ, a). Meanwhile, the κ-scaling property holds with κ = 0.
Proof. This is a special case of the linear forms, so its proof is included in the next proposition (Prop. 5.2).
Linear forms.
Linear forms concerns the set
For an integer vector q = (q 1 , · · · , q n ), we also use q to denote max{|q i | : 1 ≤ i ≤ n} if no confusion arises. Thus one has
• ubiquitous function ρ: ρ : R + → R + : r → r −1 .
• let M ≥ 2 2m+n+1 be a sufficiently large integer, and take
is a ubiquitous system for rectangles with respect to (ρ, a). Meanwhile, the κ-scaling property holds with κ = 1 − 1/n.
and r > 0, consider the ball
Let k be sufficiently large such that
The measure of B is estimated as follows.
For the inner summation over p i , since the hyperplanes R α,i are 1/q separated, the intersection is nonempty for at most 2rq + 3 many p i . Note also that
Thus one has
Recall Minkowski's theorem: for any x ∈ B, there exist integers (q 1 , · · · , q n ) with 1 ≤ q ≤ Q and p 1 , · · · , p m ∈ Z m such that
Thus by taking α = (q 1 , · · · , q n ;
Recall the definition of B. So, for any x ∈ B \ B, the inclusion in (5.1) holds for ℓ k ≤ q ≤ Q. Thus,
As a conclusion,
The κ-scaling property is trivial.
5.1.3. Shrinking target problems.
Then consider the following simple example of shrinking target problems:
which is a special case considered by Hill & Velani [30] for shrinking target problems on torus actioned by integral matrix. We go beyond this by considering the case in Cantor set. Let
Then let C i be the Cantor sets defined by the iterated function systems
The natural Cantor measure µ i supported on C i is Ahlfors regular [31] .
We will use the symbolic representations of the points
with n ≥ 1, write
in other words I n,bi (v i ) is an nth order cylinder respect to C i and x i (v i ) is the nth inverse image of x o,i in I n,bi (v i ). Note that for any v i there is an inverse image of x o,i in I n,bi (v i ) and the length of
Thus one has
• take ℓ n = u n = n, n ≥ 1.
The tuple ({R α } α∈J , β) is a ubiquitous system for rectangles with respect to (ρ, a). Meanwhile, the κ-scaling property holds with κ = 0.
Proof. This is rather simple since
5.2.
Consequence of ubiquity for rectangles. Now we state and prove some auxiliary results for latter use. The first one is about the 5r-covering lemma for rectangles. Generally speaking, there are no such covering lemmas for rectangles compared with for balls. But if the rectangles have special forms, it does.
Lemma 5.1 (5r-covering lemma for rectangles).
Then there is a sub-collection R ′ of R such that
• separation condition: for any two different rectangles in R ′ , saying
one has 5R ∩ 5R ′ = ∅.
• covering property:
The following is an analogy of the K G,B -lemma a well known property essentially in proving the mass transference principle from balls to balls [9] . Lemma 5.2 (K G,B lemma). Assume the local ubiquity condition for rectangles (3.2). Let B be a ball in X and G ∈ N. For infinitely many n ∈ N with n ≥ G, there exists a finite sub-collection K G,B of the rectangles
• all the rectangles in K G,B are contained in 2/3B;
• the rectangles are 3r-disjoint in the sense that for any different elements in
• these rectangles almost pack the ball B in the sense that
Proof. Clearly the rectangles in (5.2) cover the set
Apply the ubiquity property to 1 2 B and 5r-covering lemma for rectangles, so for infinitely many n, there is a finite subcollection, denoted by K G,B , of the rectangles in (5.2) such that
( R).
All the rectangles R in K G,B are contained in 2/3B when n sufficiently large, since R∩1/2B = ∅ and the sidelengths of R tend to 0.
The next one is an application of the κ-scaling property. • all the rectangles are contained in
• any two different rectangles in D( R) are 5r-separated;
• the number of the elements in D( R) is about
Proof. Cover the set 1/2 R ∩ ∆(R α , r a+t ) by rectangles
Then using 5r-covering lemma again to get a collection D( R) of well separated rectangles with the form as the one in (5.3). By a volume argument, one has
where the κ-scaling property is used for the second relation ≍. Thus
The last one is about the number of balls when a rectangle is divided into balls. Assume • all the balls are contained in R;
• any two different balls in C(R) are 5r-separated;
• the number of the elements in C(R) is about
Proof. Divide the rectangle R into balls with radius r a d +t d . Then using 5r-covering lemma and a volume estimate.
The route of the above lemmas is: for a given ball B, 
Proof: Hausdorff measure
The method to determine the Hausdorff measure of W (t) is quite classical and similar ideas are also well applied in for examples [9] , [16] . At first, we construct a Cantor subset F ∞ of W (t); secondly, define a suitable mass distribution µ supported on F ∞ ; thirdly, estimate the µ-measure of a general ball; and at last, we conclude the result by applying the following mass distribution principle.
Proposition 6.1 (Mass Distribution Principle [24] ). Let µ be a probability measure supported on a measurable set F . Suppose there are positive constants c and r o such that µ(B(x, r)) ≤ cr s for any ball B(x, r) with radius r ≤ r o and center x ∈ F . Then H s (F ) ≥ 1/c and so dim H F ≥ s.
We assume that max{t i : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} > 0, since otherwise under the ubiquity condition
and for any ball B,
Cantor subset construction.
For notational reasons, we will use C n to denote a generic ball in the nth level of the Cantor set to be constructed and use B to denote a ball appearing in the intermediate process of the construction.
Let s =ŝ(t) = s(t) be the dimensional number given in Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 3.1. Since
So to prove Theorem 3.2, it suffices to show that for any ball C 0
From now on, we fix a positive number η > 0 and a ball C 0 in X. Recall that
and we assume that a 1 is the smallest one in A and a d + t d the largest one.
The first level F 1 . The first level F 1 = F 1 (C 0 ) consists of a collection of sublevels {F 1 (C 0 , ℓ) : ℓ ≥ 1}. We define F 1 (C 0 , 1) at first.
• Step 1 1 : G(1, C 0 , 1): a collection of balls almost packing C 0 and also those balls where K G,B -lemma will be applied. Let
It is trivial in this case that (6.1)
• Step 2 1 . Use K G,B -lemma. For each ball B ∈ G(1, C 0 , 1), apply the K G,B -lemma to B to obtain a collection of rectangles with the form
centered at the point in some resonant set R α with α ∈ J n1 . We write r 1 = ρ(u n1 ). Also we have
• Step 3 1 . Shrinking. For each rectangle R ∈ K G,B , let α ∈ J n1 be the index such that the center (z 1 , · · · , z d ) of R sits in R α . Now consider the intersection
).
By lemma 5.3, we obtain a collection D( R) of 5r-separated rectangles with the form
), and (y 1 , · · · , y d ) ∈ R α , moreover its cardinality satisfies
We call the rectangle R in K G,B as big rectangle and the small rectangle in D( R) as shrunk rectangle.
• Step 4 1 . Dividing. For each shrunk rectangle R ∈ D( R), cut it into balls with radius r
. Then by Lemma 5.4, we get a collection C(R) of 5r-separated balls C 1 with radius r
contained in R, moreover the cardinality of C(R) satisfies
Then the first subslevel is defined as To render the possibility of the construction of the next sublevel, we will show the balls in F 1 (C 0 , 1) only takes a small proportion inside C 0 . So, the last step is about a volume estimation.
• 
Since max{t i : 1 ≤ i ≤ d} > 0 and we can ask u n1 so large that r 1 is sufficiently small, then we can have This finishes the construction of the first sublevel. Now we use an induction to construct the next sublevel. Assume that the sublevels
have been well constructed. Each of them has the form, saying lemma will be applied. Consider the difference set
i.e., we delete the parts inside C 0 near all the previous sublevels. By (6.6) , there are still much room left inside C 0 . More precisely,
For each x ∈ C 0 , sprout it into a ball B(x, r) with the radius r sufficiently small that 3r is smaller than the radius of any balls in the levels constructed before. Then we get a collection of balls (6.7) B(x, r) : x ∈ C 0 which covers C 0 and is contained in C 0 . By the definition of C 0 , these balls are far away from any shrunk rectangles and balls in the previous sublevels, more precisely
By 5r-covering lemma, we have a finite sub-collection, denoted by G(1, C 0 , ℓ), of the balls in (6.7) satisfying that -the balls in G(1, C 0 , ℓ) are 5r-separated; -they almost pack C 0 in the sense that
The other steps are the same as in the construction of F 1 (C 0 , 1). We only give the outline.
• Step 2 ℓ . Use K G,B -lemma. For each ball B ∈ G (1, C 0 , ℓ) , use K G,B -lemma to get a collection of 5r-separated big rectangles R satisfying
These big rectangles R have the same sidelengths, saying (r a1 1 , · · ·r
, withr 1 = ρ(u n ) for some n as large as we want.
to get the collection D( R) of shrunk rectangles (Lemma 5.3).
• Step 4 ℓ . Dividing. For each R ∈ D( R), cut it into balls of radiusr
This gives the ℓth sublevel:
• Step 5 ℓ . Volume estimation. Sincer 1 can be rather small, 
The general level F k . Assume that F 1 , · · · , F k−1 have been well constructed, which is a collection of balls. Define
Replace the role of C 0 by C k−1 and repeat the construction of
Generally, the route is
So the sublevel of F k is of the form:
The integer L C k−1 is chosen such that
where s = s(t) is given in Theorem 3.1. Finally, the desired Cantor set is defined as
which is clearly a subset of W (t), since the shrunk rectangles R in the kth level is contained in
for some α ∈ J n k . We give a summary on the properties of the Cantor set constructed above for latter use.
Proposition 6.2. Let C k−1 be an element in F k−1 and G(k, C k−1 , ℓ) be the collection of balls almost packing C k−1 appearing in the construction of the local sublevel
• For each ball B in G(k, C k−1 , ℓ), it is disjoint with 5R for any shrunk rectangle R in the previous sub-levels and its radius r B is much smaller than the radius of the balls in the previous sub-levels.
• Fix an element B in G(k, C k , ℓ).
-The big rectangles R from K G,B are 5r-separated, and
-For each R ∈ K G,B , the shrunk rectangles R in D( R) are of the same sidelengths (r a1+t1 , · · · , r a d +t d ) (for some r), 5r-separated and
-For each R ∈ D( R), the dividing collection C(R) contains
many 5r-separated balls with radius r a d +t d .
• Let C, C ′ be two different balls in F k , then they are at least 3r-separated. So if a ball B can intersect at least two elements in F k , say C, C ′ , then r B ≥ r C and all of them are contained in 3B.
Proof. The other items are clear. We check the last item, which comes from a simple geometric observation. By induction, assume that there exists some
. Use r C and r C ′ to denote the radius of C and C ′ . (1). When ℓ = ℓ ′ . Recall the process of which C and C ′ are generated:
Note that at each stage, the elements having the same predecessor are 5r-separated.
• If C and C ′ have different predecessors at each stage, i.e. B = B ′ which implies that B and B ′ are 5r-separated, so is C and C ′ .
• If C and C ′ have the same predecessors at some stage. Let 1 ≤ i ≤ 3 be the smallest integer such that C and C ′ have the same predecessor at this stage. Then the offsprings of this predecessor are 5r-separated, so is C and C ′ .
(2). When ℓ < ℓ ′ . By the construction of G(k, C k−1 , ℓ ′ ), we have r C ≥ 3r C ′ and 5C ∩ C ′ = ∅. Let z and z ′ be the centers of C and C ′ respectively. Then
Mass distribution.
The mass distribution to be defined comes from the following consideration: given a big rectangle R in the construction of F ∞ ,
• Since the measure is to be supported on F ∞ , the total measure of the shrunk rectangles in D( R) should be equal to the measure of R. However, the shrunk rectangles R in D( R) are of the same size, so it is reasonable to distribute the mass of R equally to the shrunk rectangles.
• With the same reason, the mass of R should be equally distributed on C(R); • By the volume estimation (see for example (6.11)), the big rectangles R are disjoint and almost pack the whole space, so its mass will be defined as its m-measure with a suitable normalizer.
Let µ(C 0 ) = 1. Let R k be a shrunk rectangle appearing in the construction of F k (C k−1 ) for some C k−1 ∈ F k−1 . Let R k be the big rectangle for which R k ∈ D( R k ). Write R k and R k as
Then define the measure on the big rectangle R k as
, (6.12) where the second relation follows from (6.9). So define the measure on the shrunk rectangle R k as
Then by Kolmogorov's consistency theorem, the set function µ can be uniquely extended into a probability measure supported on F ∞ . 6.2.1. Measure of balls in F k .
When k = 1. Let C 1 be a ball in F 1 with radius r
Recall the choice of L C0 and (6.13) one has
where s d is given as
This dimensional number s d is just the one in Theorem 3.1 defined by choosing
Thus for any
η .
Assume that we have shown for all balls
Recall L C k−1 in (6.10). Now for a ball C k in F k with radius r
, by (6.13) and (6.14), one has
So we have
6.2.2.
Measure of a general ball. Now we consider the measure of a general ball B(x, r) with x ∈ F ∞ and r small enough. Let k be the integer such that B(x, r) intersects only one element in F k and at least two elements in F k+1 . Denote C k the unique element in F k for which B(x, r) can intersect. Let r a d +t d k be the radius of the ball C k . Without loss of generality, we can assume that r ≤ r
By the choice of k, all the elements in F k+1 which can intersect B(x, r) are contained in the sublevel
Let ℓ 0 be the smallest integer such that there exists an element in F k+1 (C k , ℓ) intersecting B(x, r). By the construction of the sublevels
which can intersect B(x, r) (if exist) will be contained in B(x, 2r). More precisely, let R be a shrunk rectangle appearing in the construction of F k+1 (C k , ℓ 0 ) which intersects B(x, r), then by (6.8)
If we write
Moreover, by the construction of G(k + 1, C k , ℓ), we know 3r B ≤ r
Thus the contribution of the sublevels after F k+1 (C k , ℓ 0 ) to the measure of B(x, r) can be estimated as:
Then by the first formula (6.12) on the measure of R and the measure estimation on balls in F ∞ (6.16), we have
Since the balls in G(k + 1, C k , ℓ) are disjoint, so
So we only need focus on the contribution of the elements in F k+1 (C k , ℓ 0 ) to the measure of B(x, r).
Case (1). The ball B(x, r) can intersect at least two balls B in G(k + 1, C k , ℓ 0 ). By the 5r-separation condition of these balls in G(k + 1, C k , ℓ 0 ), we also have that those balls which intersect B(x, r) are contained in B(x, 2r). The same argument as above applies (without the summation over ℓ), i.e. we still have
Case (2). The ball B(x, r) only intersects one ball in
Note that the big rectangles R in K G,B , the shrunk rectangles R in D( R) and the dividing balls C k+1 in C(R) are of the same size respectively. So the generic ones appearing in (6.17) are denoted respectively by
k+1 . In this case, all the big rectangles in K G,B intersecting B(x, r) are contained in B(x, 3r). Thus, by the choice of L C k (6.10) and the measure on C k (6.16), we have
(ii). If r < r a1 k+1 . Recall the last item in Proposition 6.2. Since B(x, r) can intersect at least two balls in F k+1 and at least one, saying
In other words, we are in the situation
Recall (6.18) for the generic form of the rectangles and balls in Case (2). Let A l+1 and A l be the two different consecutive terms in A such that
. Now we consider how many balls in F k+1 (C k , ℓ 0 ) can intersect B(x, r), indeed the balls in
Define the sets K:
Define an enlarged body of the ball B(x, r):
Then for any big rectangle R = Fix a generic big rectangle R which intersects B(x, r). Let α be the index such that the center of R sits in R α . We consider the number T of balls
Since B(x, r) can intersect at least two elements in F k+1 , all these balls C in (6.21) are contained in
). Still we use a volume argument:
Note that
, so by the scaling property
• in the directions i ∈ K 3 , r ai+ti k+1 ≤ r ≤ r ai k+1 , so by the scaling property
Recall (6.20) . Thus the total number of balls C in F k+1 (C k , ℓ 0 ) which can intersect B(x, r) is less than:
So, by the first inequality in (6.15) one has (6.22) where the last inequality will be true if we can check
( i∈K3 a i δ i − i∈K2 t i δ i ) log r k+1 log r , (6.23) for all r inside its range r
k+1 . Since the term in the right hand of (6.23) is monotonic with respect to r, the minimal value attains when r takes the boundary values of its arrange. So
Note that the minor difference between K defined in (6.19) and that in Theorem 3.1 makes no difference on the dimensional number s(t) as explained in (4.5) .
In a summary, we have shown that for all x ∈ F ∞ and r small,
Then Proposition 6.1 is applied to conclude the desired result.
Proof: general case
The proof is almost identical to the proof of Theorem 3.1 after a minor modification of the Cantor set construction in applying the uniform ubiquity property. Recall the construction of the kth level of the Cantor set: given C k−1 ∈ F k−1 ,
• Use K G,B lemma to get a family of well separated big rectangles
We call n the level of these big rectangles.
• Then consider the intersection:
to get a collection of shrunk rectangles. For general function Ψ, since we are equipped with uniform ubiquity property, in its applications, we have much freedom in choosing the level n of the big rectangles. So, for any t = (t 1 , · · · , t d ) ∈ U given in advance, we can always ask n to fall into the following set
in each level of the Cantor set construction when apply the ubiquity property. So, along the sequence N , Ψ(u n ) behaves like ρ(u n ) t . The rest argument is just following the proof in Theorem 3.1 line by line arriving at dim H W (Ψ) ≥ s(t). Now we show the last assertion in Theorem 3.4. At first, it is clear that the dimensional number s(t 1 , · · · , t d ) is non-increasing with respect to (t 1 , · · · , t d ).
Secondly, under the condition that
Let u t k be the largest element in {u n } such that u t k ≤ n k . Since both ψ i and ρ are non-increasing,
So by (7.1), the claim follows.
Combining the monotonicity of s(t) and the above claim, one has
Proof: the ultimate result
The ultimate result reduces to the proof of Proposition 3.1 which is a little complex but elementary.
The dimensional number in Theorem 3.1 corresponding to A ∈ A is given as
When A = a i , the dimensional number is denoted by σ i and when A = a i + t i , the dimensional number is denoted by s i . So what we need to show is that
Without loss of generality, we assume that
If a i + t i = a k for some i and k, they define the same dimensional number, so we merge a k into a i + t i . Thus a general part when list the elements in A in ascending order can be expressed as:
By (8.1), we know that
Now we specific the dimensional numbers corresponding to the elements in the above table:
• when A = a j1 + t j1 ,
Thus
• when A = a i1+1 ,
• when A = a i1+2 ,
• . . .
• when A = a i2 ,
• when A = a j2 + t j2 ,
Look at the numerators of the fractions in these dimensional numbers.
(1) When
Then all the numerators there are positive. Look at the second expression of σ i1+1 and the first expression of σ i1+2 , it is clear that
With the same observation, we see that σ i is decreasing with respect to i ∈ (i 1 , i 2 ] and σ i2 ≥ s j2 . In other words, we have
Then all the numerators there are negative. One can observe that σ i is increasing and σ i1+1 ≥ s j1 . In other words, we have
Then some numerators are negative until some point of i and from which on, the numerators are positive. Thus σ i increases at the beginning of i ∈ (i 1 + 1, i 2 ] to some point and then decreases from that point on until i = i 2 . Moreover, it is easy to see
This completes the proof.
Application 1: homogeneous Diophantine approximation
Consider the homogeneous Diophantine approximation: let ψ i : N → R + be non-increasing for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m and define
otherwise by Minkowski's theorem for convex body, W (Ψ) is of full Lebesgue measure.
9.1. Special case. We begin with the special case that
where τ = (τ 1 , · · · , τ m ) with
The upper bound of dim H W (τ ) can be obtained by a direct argument on its natural cover, so we only focus on its lower bound.
By Proposition 5.1, we have a ubiquitous system with Rewrite W (τ ) as the form in Theorem 3.1:
for any a and t positive satisfying (9.1) and
(1). τ m ≥ 1/m. Choose
Then the order of the elements in the alphabet A is
By a direct substitution to the formula in Theorem 3.1, one has
(2). τ m < 1/m. Let K be the largest integer such that
Then choose
and let
So the order of the alphabet A is
where the second equality follows that the terms for i > K are always not the smallest one by direct comparison.
General case.
With the choices of ρ and u n as above, it is clear that lim n→∞ log ρ(u n+1 ) log ρ(u n ) = 1, so Theorem 3.4 applies to give the lower bound of dim H W (Ψ).
For the upper bound, we have the following partition on N. The boundedness of U implies that there exist
by cubes of sidelength no more than ε:
The union over (k 1 , · · · , k m ) is finite since {L i } are finite. We denote all the possible choices of (k 1 , · · · , k m ) by B. So, #B < ∞.
Choose q 0 sufficiently large such that
) . Then we get a partition of N \ {1, 2, · · · , q 0 − 1} :
Since B is finite,
Finally, we have for anyq ≥ max{q 0 , q 1 }, there is a cover of W (ψ), saying 
Application 2: linear form
Consider the application to the dimension of linear forms:
W mn (ψ) = x ∈ [0, 1] m×n : q 1 x i1 + · · · + q n x in < ψ i (q)q, 1 ≤ i ≤ m, i.m. q ∈ N n .
Here the product space is
For each i, the resonant set R i is an (n − 1)-dimensional hyperplane in R n . So,
By Proposition 5.2, we have a ubiquity system with:
x i ∈ R n : q 1 x i1 + · · · + q n x in − p i = 0 .
and for all a 1 ≥ 1, · · · , a m ≥ 1 such that
We still begin with the special case. Then m dimensional numbers will arise and we take the smallest one which gives an upper bound of dim H W (λ). Easy computation shows that dim H W mn (λ) ≤ min m(n − 1) + m + n + k>i (λ i − λ k ) λ i , 1 ≤ i ≤ m . Let t i be given as
The order of the alphabet A can be expressed as
Then a direct substitution to Theorem 3.1 gives that Consider the special case:
With the notation given in Section 5 and recall the set W (t) in Section 4, the set S(ψ) can be reexpressed as
Clearly, the raw rectangles are well separated. So, Corollary 4.1 and Theorem 3.1 together give the exact dimension of S(t):
Theorem 11.1. Write
s(t) := min
Ai∈A k∈K1
and K 1 , K 2 , K 3 gives a partition of {1, · · · , d} defined as
Then one has dim H S(t) = s(t), and H s(t) (S(t)) = ∞.
Generally, Theorem 11.2. Let ψ i : R + → R + be non-increasing for all 1 ≤ i ≤ d. If U is bounded, then dim H S(Ψ) = sup s(t) : t ∈ U .
Application 4: Mutiplicative Diophantine approximation on Cantor set
We give an example where the known method fails to give a complete solution, so one has to go back to explore its relation to limsup sets generated by rectangles. Before that, we give some words about Diophantine approximation on Cantor set which is initiated from a problem asked by K. Mahler [37] : how well the points on triadic Cantor set can be approximated by rational numbers. This problem is still far away from being solved completely. See Levesley, Salp & Velani [36] , Bugeaud [17] and Seuret & Wang [44] for partial results and see Bugeaud & Durand [18] for a random version. The following can be viewed as a multiplicative version of the setting after [36] .
Let a, b ≥ 3 be two integers. Use the notation from Subsection 5.1.3. The exponents of the Cantor measure supported on C a and C b are denoted by δ 1 and δ 2 . Assume that δ 1 ≥ δ 2 .
For any (x o , y o ) ∈ C a × C b , define M c (ψ) := (x, y) ∈ C a × C b : a n x − x o · b n y − y o < ψ(n), i.m. n ∈ N .
We consider the dimension of M c (t) at first, i.e. the set when ψ(n) = e −nt for some t ≥ 0. One can also present a similar covering lemma for the setting of Cantor space as did by Bovey & Dodson. Proof. The proof is almost identical to that given by Bovey & Dodson, so we omit it.
Now we turn back to the dimension of M c (t). If the covering lemma and the slicing lemma work well as in the classic multiplicative Diophantine approximation [11, 14] , one should have (12.2) dim H M c (t) = max δ 1 + δ 2 log b t + log b , δ 2 + δ 1 log a t + log a .
In fact, we have the following result.
Theorem 12.1. Assume δ 1 ≥ δ 2 .
• When a ≤ b, the formula (12.2) holds.
• When a > b, -when log a ≤ t + log b, the formula (12.2) holds.
-when log a > t + log b, * when δ 2 (t + log a) ≥ δ 1 log a, the formula (12.2) holds. * when δ 2 (t + log a) < δ 1 log a, the formula (12.2) doesnot hold.
Before the proof, we give some notation. For any t 1 , t 2 ≥ 0, define M c (t 1 , t 2 ) = (x, y) ∈ C a × C b : a n x − x o < e −t1n , b n y − y o < e −t2n , i.m. n ∈ N .
